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Monitor: Each Active Wall system monitors all network traffic, and provides a continuously updated report to the administrator on network activity by all of the workstation computers on the LAN. This means you can know the location of the threats and quickly act. For
example, if one of your technicians is downloading sensitive or malicious code, you can identify the damage and shut down the computer before it spreads to other computers. The administrator can specify the following filtering options and actions by workstations: Filter
Modes: You can apply any combination of the following filtering options to all or just some of the workstations in your LAN: - Port: You can use a specific port for the security, e.g., port 80 (HTTP) or port 9100 (SMB). - Protocol: You can limit all traffic to a particular protocol,

e.g., TCP or UDP. - IP Address: You can specify an IP address or range of IP addresses to be blocked. - MAC address: You can specify a particular MAC address to be blocked. - Source IP address: You can specify an IP address or range of IP addresses from which to allow
traffic. - Destination IP address: You can specify an IP address or range of IP addresses to which to allow traffic. - Source port: You can specify a port to which to allow traffic. - Destination port: You can specify a port to which to block traffic. - Connection Timeout: You can

specify a period of time after which the computer must reattempt to connect. - Quarantine: You can specify to quarantine an IP address, hostname, or entire network for either 30 minutes or indefinitely. BLOCK AN IP: You can block an IP, or a range of IP addresses, from all
computers on your LAN by specifying the IP address or range in the box. If an IP address or range is blocked, all of the computers on your LAN cannot attempt to connect to the blocked IP address or range. BLOCK A MAC: You can block a MAC address by specifying the MAC

address in the box. All computers attempting to connect to that MAC address will be disconnected. BLOCK A WORKSTATION: You can prevent a workstation from connecting to the network by specifying a single IP address or range of IP addresses in the box. This option
provides more granularity than the IP address filter options above, since it applies to individual workstations. BL
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Active Wall is a free network traffic monitor. It can monitor more than 1000 computers at the same time. It displays the speed, packets, bytes for each computer. Active Wall provides statistics for all network traffic. Active Wall can be used in two modes. Passive mode is to
count and display the data actively monitored. Active mode is to process the data on demand. Active Wall can be connected to a switch or used on a server where the data is already stored. Active Wall is compatible with Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows 2003. Active
Wall records data in two modes. 1) Gather it from network card and store it in file. 2) Collect data from network card, process and store in memory. Features of Active Wall: Monitoring more than 1000 computers at the same time. View users running on different computers
and services. Monitor speed, packets, bytes of all computers and services, aggregate traffic data for each service. View traffic statistics for all service, display summary traffic statistics for all computers and services. Display network flow, display bandwidth of each service.

Control bandwidth of each service. Block rogue computers from accessing the net. Block malicious websites from visiting you. Block certain domains or IP addresses. View statistics and reports from previous days or time range. Block computers and services from
unauthorised use. Keeps track of all the computers and services you monitor. Works with any kind of networks. System Requirements: Windows 2000 SP3 or SP4, Windows XP SP2, Windows 2003 Server. 12MB free disk space on the computer. 2.3Ghz CPU or better.
Networking Cards: Microsoft EtherFast 10/100 Microsoft EtherFast 1000 Microsoft EtherFast 1000/100 Windows Server: Microsoft 2000 Server Microsoft 2003 Server Internet Gateway: Aix/Dell PowerConnect 3400/4224 Aix/Dell PowerConnect 2440S/2456S Aix/Dell
PowerConnect 2920 Aix/Dell PowerConnect 2920 Aix/Dell PowerConnect 2924 Aix/Dell PowerConnect 2940 Aix/Dell PowerConnect 2940X Aix/Dell PowerConnect 2960 Aix/Dell PowerConnect 2960C Aix/Dell PowerConnect 2960X Aix/Dell PowerConnect 4810 Aix/Dell

PowerConnect 4810 b7e8fdf5c8
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Active Wall is the professional gateway filtering software. The main functions are port filter, web filter, smtp filter, pop3 filter, im filter, ftp filter, dns filter, ip filter, mac filter, time filter, traffic monitor, bandwidth control, authorization. It is the most powerful enterprise-level
gateway filtering software. Active Wall gives you a convenient, flexible and effective way to filter remote connections from Internet for your enterprise. With Active Wall, you can: * Protect important applications and networks from attacks * Control Internet traffic to ensure
continuous service quality for user's everyday activities * Efficiently monitor traffic from remote locations over the Internet * Save bandwidth by controlling and monitoring bandwidth utilization * Easy authorization based on many methods such as firewall rules, LDAP,
Active Directory, Windows domain name, TCP Port numbers, MAC addresses, IP addresses and more What's New in Active Wall Network Monitor 5.4.18 * New Feature: ‘Port range’: The client can choose a range of IP addresses or ports to track when testing
communications.  For example, it can list all the IP addresses where Windows Desktop Messenger sends and receives messages, instead of listing all IP addresses on the network.  To configure the Port range, do: 1) The client clicks Add Port button; 2) Enter the desired port
range; 3) Click Add.  The user interface shows the list of all IP addresses that match the criteria you entered * New Feature: ‘Internet service’: Active Wall lists all IP addresses associated with a service name that you specify.  The service name is not an IP address, so it
cannot be used for tracking a single IP address.  Instead, it allows you to track a large group of IP addresses associated with a service name.  To add a new service name, do: 1) Type the text you want to use for the service name; 2) Select Add from the list of predefined
service names that appears at the bottom of the window; 3) Type a description of the service * Add DNS and SMTP server information to your profile. Changes in Version 5.4.17 * A new ‘Internet Service’ option has been added, allowing the user to add arbitrary server
specifications.  You can specify the IP address of a DNS server, or the standard email server addresses for SMTP. Changes in Version

What's New in the?

This is a professional real time traffic monitor software for LAN, it can monitor a lot of computers at the same time and provides traffic statistics, net flow. Advanced features for the Enterprise: •Real-time for one hundred or more computers•URLs filter, DNS filtering and IP
filtering•Mac filtering•Malicious traffic•Security policy•Powerful scheduler•Email filtering, message limit, message count, message queuing, message sorting•Web filtering, message limit, message count, message queuing, message sorting•More accurate statistics with a
new algorithm•Web page retrieval from the network •SMTP filtering•Pop3 filtering•Authorization•PHP filter•Access control Basic functions for Users: •Speed test(100 tests)•Bandwidth test•Speed/Packet/Byte•Port number•IP address•MAC address•Machine name/HOST
name (computers on the LAN)•Query/Ping/Traceroute/Traceroute6/Nmap/DNS Lookup Active Wall GUI: Active Wall GUI is a user-friendly application. It is designed to be easily set up and manage your network, so that you can focus on the work you do. Integration: Active
Wall is easy to install on Windows. We included a simple setup wizard, but Active Wall will behave the same in both Windows Server and Windows XP. Also, you can integrate Active Wall with the backup processes that you already use. Active Wall Quick Start: Active Wall
Quick Start guide will guide you with Active Wall quick settings and configuration process. Integrated speed tests: Active Wall traffic monitor provides you with a powerful set of speed tests, in case your network connection has troubles, you can easily check its speed with
it. Communication speed tests: Active Wall allows you to check the bandwidth over different traffic types. OS speed test: Active Wall GUI includes a basic OS speed test. Page size tests: This tool allows you to choose how much data you want to retrieve from a page. Page
size tests are useful for checking the bandwidth of web pages. Testing the Bandwidth of a page: It displays the bandwidth in a real-time graph on the screen. The graph measures the page size and the results are displayed in a real-time graph on the screen. Manage the
monitoring statistics: Active Wall provides you the option to configure your traffic monitor and manage it in real-time. Port/D
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System Requirements For Active Wall Traffic Monitor:

OS: Windows 10 / Windows 8.1 / Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core i3, Intel Core i5 or AMD Athlon 64 Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD 4000, Radeon HD 5000, GeForce GTX 460, GeForce GTX 560, or NVIDIA Geforce GTX 650 or better Storage: 2 GB available space
Sound: DirectX 11 Additional Notes: Fallout: New Vegas is not compatible with Fallout 3. Disc 1: [1] 'Demons, Radscorpions, and...
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